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I must walk more with free senses. It is as bad to

study stars and clouds as flowers and stones. I must let

my senses wander as my thoughts, my eyes without looking.
Carlyle said that how to observe was to look, but I say
that it is rather to see, and the more you look the less
you will observe... Be not preoccupied with looking. Go

not to the object; let it come to you. When I have found
myself ever looking down and confining my gaze to the

flowers, I have thought it might be well to get into the
habit of observing the clouds as a corrective; but no!

that study would be just as bad. What I need is not to

look at all, but a true sauntering of the eye.

September 13, 1852
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LIVING THE POETIC LIFE:

HENRY DAVID TMOREAU'S EXPERIMENT AT WALDEN POND

by Kenneth Stikkers

When we normally speak of poetry we think of written "works"—
poetic works—which have been produced by poets. Reciprocally, poets

receive their title by virtue of the fact that they have produced
such works. Henry David Thoreau, however, did not see the poetic
as lying within any works. Instead, it resided within Nature; poetry,
for him, was the song of Nature. Thus, the poet was not one who
necessarily created works, but rather one who listened to the poetry
of Nature by living a life in harmony with her song. The recording
of what was heard was not of primary importance. Thus, the problem
Thoreau faced, as a poet, was not one of creating poems (i.e., works),
but rather a question of how to live his life poetically and wholly
according to Nature. In this light, works are judged "poetic" by

the way in which they reflect the poetic life of their creator; they
are resulting precipitants which naturally form and flow from the
poetic life rather than conscious achievements. Thoreau sought for
himself at Walden Pond a poetic life.

My intention here is to examine Thoreau 's understanding of the
poetic through an investigation of both his explicit statements on

the subject in A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers and Walden ,

and the implications found in his description of life at Walden Pond.
This subject being quite broad, I intend to focus in particular upon
the problem Thoreau faced of living poetically in such a way as to
prevent that way of life from becoming objectified or fixated into
a doctrine to be followed and which precludes others from living
their own poems.

Thoreau saw great redeeming value in work—hard, physical work,
to be sure— but he thought it a terrible folly for men to point
to their material objects of accomplishment-- that is, their works— as

proof of their personal greatness. "Nations are possessed with an

insane ambition to perpetuate the memory of themselves by the amount
of hammered stone they leave."! For him such monuments expressed
little of the character, or personal integrity, of the individuals'
lives. Men ought to do more than merely carry on a trade which
offers them a living; they must become skilled craftsmen in the way
in which they direct the whole of their lives. "But unless we do
more than simply learn the trade of our time, we are but apprentices,
and not yet masters of the art of life. "2

The term, "the art of life," is an important one in Thoreau'

s

writings: life is to be conceived as an art; we must live "artfully,"
even "poetically," and our lives are to be as one single poem.

The true poem is not that which the public read. There
is always a poem not printed on paper, coincident with
the production of this, stereotyped in the poet's life.

It is what he has become through his work . (Emphasis
in the original . ) (Week, p. 290)



Thus the true poem that Thoreau created was not the book, Walden ,

but rather the life which that book describes. Moreover, as

Thoreau continues, whether or not this poem of one's life is ever
recorded is not of primary importance; in fact, the written poem
and the lived poem may exclude one another.

Not how is the idea expressed in stone, or on canvas
or paper, is the question, but how far it has obtained
form and expression in the life of the artist. His
true work will not stand in any prince's gallery.

My life has been the poem I would have writ, But I

could not both live and utter it. ( Week , p. 290.)

The material we use in composing our poems are not written words,
but "our own flesh and blood and bones." ( Walden , p. 169.) In-

deed, "The breath with which the poet utters his verse must be

that which he lives." ( Week , p. 290.) And a written poem that is

not a representation of a life poem is but empty words.

As any poem (or any work of art, for that matter) is given
unity, so must each life be an integral whole. And as the poem is

unified by its theme, Thoreau suggests that our lives gain their
personal integrity through the vision, or dreams, which guide them.

The most glorious fact in my experience is not anything
that I have done or may hope to do, but a transient
thought, or vision, or dream, which I have had. I would
give all of the wealth of the world, and all the deeds
of all the heroes, for one true vision. ( Week , p. 113.)

Hence, a person's life is not valued according to its accomplishments,
or works, but rather by the dream which the individual has tried to
realize. . "I value and trust those who love and praise my aspiration
rather than my performance." ( Week , p. 236.)

Nature is the ultimate source for all poetry. "Nature is a

greater and more perfect art, and art of God . . . ."
( Week , p. 270.)

Thus we gain our vision or dream from Nature. Man, by listening to

this divine poem, which is Nature, becomes a part of it, he becomes
rooted in her; and as the trees bear fruits, man naturally bears poems.

Yet poetry . . . is a natural fruit. As naturally as

the oak bears an acorn, and the vine a gourd, man
bears a poem, either spoken or done. ( Week , p. 73.)

A poem is thus the natural outgrowth from one's living in harmony with
Nature and is not a conscious, volitional accomplishment.

Thoreau' s redefinition of the poetic means that poetry is not
something which occupies but a part of one's life. Instead, the

poetic— i.e., Nature— permeates the whole of our existence and thus
any human activity can be considered poetic if it is integrated into
the whole of one's life, and if it is carried out according to the
ways of Nature. ". . . all employments . . . may seem noble and poetic
to the eyes of men, if pursued with sufficient buoyancy and. freedom."
( Week , pp. 173-4.) Farming, crafts, and even political activity can



be considered poetic if one involves himself wholly and acts accord-

ing to Nature. In his essay on "Civil Disobedience," for example,

Thoreau advises us to "Cast your whole vote, not a strip of paper

merely, but your whole influence." ( Walden , p. 353.) And "Let your
(whole) life be a counter friction to stop the machine" ( Walden ,

p. 351.) of government which has violated all that is natural and

enslaved the mass of men. Thus a great poet can be one who dedicates
his whole self to political causes. In another passage, Thoreau
goes as far as to liken farming to the works of Homer, Chaucer, and
Shakespeare when it is carried out naturally:

You shall see rude and sturdy, experienced and wise
men, keeping their castles, or teaming up their summer's
wood, or chopping alone in the woods, men fuller of talk
and rare adventure in the sun and wind and rain, than a

chestnut is of meat; who were out not only in '75 and
1812, but have been out every day of their lives; greater
men than Homer, or Chaucer, or Shakespeare, only they
never got time to say so; they never took to the way of
writing. Look at their fields, and imagine what they
might write, if ever they should put pen to paper. Or
what have they not written on the face of the earth
already, clearing, and burning, and scratching, and

harrowing, and ploughing, and subsoiling, in and in,

and out and out, and over and over, again and again,
erasing what they had already written for want of

parchment. ( Week , p. 4.)

And in another instance, Thoreau expresses his regrets about switch-
ing from an open fire to a stove for cooking: "Cooking was then, for
the most part, no longer a poetic, but merely a chemic process."

( Walden , p. 193.) Hence, even the simplest of activities, such as

cooking, can be considered poetic if carried out in harmony with
Nature.

In traveling to the woods at Walden Pond, Thoreau desired to
listen to Nature's poem and learn from it so that his own life might
become more poetic, and more ethical, to the extent that the natural
order is also a moral one. In his own words:

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately,
to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I

could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I

came to die, discover that I had not lived. I did not
wish to live what was not life, living is so dear; . . .

I wanted to live deep and suck all the marrow of life, . .

to drive life into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest
terms, and, if it proved to be mean, why then to get the
whole and genuine meaness of it, and publish its meaness
to the world; and if it were sublime, to know it by

experience, and be able to give a true account of it in

my next excursion. ( Walden , p. 67.)



By reducing life to its most basic elements, Thoreau sought to

identify those elements which made for the natural life and then
discard all superficial luxuries that interfered with such a life.
"We have built for this world a family mansion and for the next a

family tomb," (Walden, p. 27) he warned. For him, a life of
"voluntary poverty," by which one lived with only the barest
essentials for life, was the only kind appropriate for a poet;
it was seen as the way of life which brought one closest to Nature.

( Walden , pp. 9-19.)

Although Thoreau warned us against being deceived by works and
not looking, instead, at man's character, he did consider poems-
written or otherwise— to be of great value as .an inspiration for
others to seek the natural, poetic life for themselves. "How many
a man has dated a new era in his life from the reading of a book,"
( Walden , p. 80) he suggested. When we read a great work we

establish a personal relation with its author, regardless of the

time and space which may separate us. Thoreau, while praising
Chaucer, comments that in reading him "we think that we could

have been that man's friend." ( Week , p. 314.) We converse with
a great poet about those problems that continually perplex us

and have forever perplexed all people, and like our closest
friend, he offers his best advice.

These same questions that disturb and puzzle and
confound us have in their turn occured to all wise
men; not one has been omitted; and each has answered
them, according to his ability, by his words and his

life. ( Walden , p. 80.)

A great poem, too, acts as a severe satire on our lives by emphasizing
how short we fall of the divine perfection that is Nature's. "... the
divinest poem, or the life of a great man, is the severest satire . .

."

( Week , p. 262.) Through such satire, Thoreau wished "only to wake my
neighbors up" ( Walden , p. 62); he hoped to inspire them through the
example of his life as well' as his written works.

Indeed, the vast majority of people badly need to be awakened.

Thoreau saw them as enslaved in stagnant institutions—religious,
economic, social, political, and educational --institutions which are

contrary in every respect to the vitality and ways of Nature. In one
of the most chilling comments on contemporary life, anywhere to be
found, Thoreau observes,

The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation. What
is called resignation is confirmed desperation. . . . they
honestly think there is no choice left. ( Walden , p. 5.)

True poetry is subversive to such repression because it offers the men
of "quiet" and "confirmed desperation" an alternative to their condi-
tion; it suggests the possibility of living a life free of institutional
domination and according to the order of Nature. "The best works of
art," Thoreau stated, "are the expression of man's struggle to free
himself from this condition, but," he continues, "the effect of our
art is merely to make this low state comfortable and that higher state



to be forgotten." ( Walden , p. 27.) Art, as it has been per-

verted by modern institutions, has been degraded to a state of

decoration. In this manner it helps make enslavement less un-

bearable and thus, rather than subvert the social order, reinforce

it. The true poet, however, who has obtained, through his closeness
with Nature, an understanding of the divine order, has a social

responsibility to communicate the poem of Nature as best he can, by

word or by action--"to wake my neighbors us," as Thoreau put it--and
thereby help liberate his fellow man. Thoreau attempts to fulfill

this social responsibility in his "Conclusion" to Walden . Were he

tries to inspire us to create our own life-poems with this advice,
which echoes of Emerson's call for "self-reliance":

Drive a nail home and clinch it so faithfully that you
can wake up in the night and think of your work with
satisfaction, --a work at which you would not be

ashamed to invoke the Muse. ( Ualden , p. 250.)

But there are many problems which confront the poet in his efforts
to convey his poem. First, the voice of Nature is in a language all

its own--a "celestial music" Thoreau sometimes calls it.

The winds which passed over my dwelling were such as

sweep over the (sic) ridges of mountains, bearing
the broken strains, or celestial parts only, of
terrestial music. The morning wind forever blows,
the poem of creation is uninterrupted; but few are the
ears that hear it. ( Walden , p. 63.)

There are, indeed, great problems in translating this song into the
language of men. Language must constantly be bent to better communicate
Nature's song; the poet is, thus, a creator of language. "When the
Muse arrives, we wait for her to remould language and impart to it her
rhythm." ( Week , p. 261.) The poet must constantly use exaggeration in

his strivings to properly capture his experience of the divine Nature;
he must create myth--that is, a system of language which extends
beyond human experience. ( Week , pp. 47-8, 76.) Even if the poet does
translate Nature's music into human-sounding language, it is still a

language of an extraordinary kind.

Poetry is the musticism of mankind. The expressions
of the poet cannot be analyzed; his sentence is one
word, whose syllables are words. There are indeed
no words quite worthy to be set to his music. But
what matter if we do not hear the words always, if

we hear the music? ( Week , p. 278. Emphasis in the

original .

)

Thus, only another poet can properly read a poem. ( Walden , p. 78.)

Similarly, Thoreau was rather particular about those he welcomed to

the poem he was constructing at Walden Pond; only other poets, such

as William Ellery Channing and, to a lesser extent, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, would understand: ". . . all honest pilgrims, who came out



to the woods for freedom's sake, and really left the village behind,
I was ready to greet with ..."

( Walden , p. 116.) Thoreau was in-

deed caught in quite a paradox: as a poet he wished to awaken the
poetic in his fellow human being, but one might respond to a poem
only insofar as the poetic is already awake within him.

A second problem, and the one with which this paper is most
concerned, is the danger of a poem becoming objecti vized, or institu-
tionalized, into doctrine. The last thing Thoreau desired was for a

poem intended to inspire liberation to become enslaving dogma:
".

. . some old poet's imagination is imposed on us as adamantine
everlasting truth, and God's own word!" ( Week , p. 55.) Thoreau
pointed to farming as a prime example of an activity that had once
been conducted poetically because of its harmony with and closeness
to Nature. But it had now become routinized and institutionalized,
being converted into a mere occupation and no longer having an

affinity with Nature.

Ancient poetry and mythology suggest, at least, that
husbandry was once a sacred art; but it is pursued
with irreverent haste and heedlessness by us, our

object being to have large farms and huge crops merely.
We have no festival, nor processional, nor ceremony. . .

By avarice and selfishness, and a grovelling habit,
from which none of us is free, of regarding the soil

as property, or the means of acquiring property chiefly,

the landscape is deformed, husbandry is degraded with
us, and the farmer leads the meanest of lives. He knows

Nature but as a robber. ( Walden , p. 125.)

Thoreau was very much aware of this problem, and it was precisely
because he feared that his life in the woods was becoming too routine,
too fixated, too much of a "path," that he decided to leave Walden
Pond.

I left the woods for as good a reason as I went there.
Perhaps it seemed to me that I had several more lives

to live, and could not spare any more time for that one.
It is remarkable how easily and insensibly we fall into
a particular route and make a beaten track for ourselves.
I had not lived there a week before x\y feet wore a path
from my door to the ponds ide; and though it is five or
six years since I trod it, it is still quite distinct.
It is true, I fear that others may have fallen into it,

and so helped to keep it open. The surface of the earth
is soft and impressible by the feet of men; and so with
the paths which the mind travels. How worn and dusty,
then, must be the highways of the world, how deep the

ruts of tradition and conformity! ( Walden , p. 244.)

How, then, does one journey through Nature so as not to make paths

which others will follow as they do the paths of institutions and
traditions? How does one keep his poem "alive" and prevent it from
becoming a mere object to be studied? These were the questions Thoreau
confronted.



While reflecting upon his trip on the Concord and Merrimack
Rivers, Thoreau again uses the image of a path to suggest a solution
to the problem of how to avoid the objectivization of one's poem:

Other roads do some violence to Nature, and bring the

traveller to stare at her, but the river steals into
the scenery it traverses without intrusion, silently
creating and adorning it, and is free to come and
go as the zephyr. ( Week , p. 198.)

A poem, lived or written, should be something like a river. It

must be a path through Nature—a natural rather than an artificial
or forced path—which at the same time is a part of Nature and
enhances Nature's beauty. It must allow all poet-journeyers to

travel as they please: fast or slow, in shallow or in deep water,
towards one bank or another, with the current or, if they have the
strength, against. The poet creates such a poem through ambiguity
and vagueness; he must be, as we already noted, a mystic. Similarly,
the poem says nothing explicit about Nature, but rather expresses
Nature's prevasive mystery; it is itself mystical.

Indeed, the poem of Walden Pond, too, is surrounded by such a

mystery. Despite the reasons he gives us for going to the woods,
do wo really understand this strange vitality of Nature which
compels a man like Henry David Thoreau to seek what he sees as a

"higher life"? What is this force that we call "growth" which
drives one to leave behind the secure and comfortable "paths" of
institutions in search of a vision? Thoreau' s purpose was never
to expose that mystery— indeed, he realizes that this can never
be done. Rather he means only to testify that such a mystery
exists. Thoreau 's Walden poem is not a deep path that gives us

the illusion that we have conquered this mysterious Nature. In-

stead, like the river, it allows us to float freely, to observe
and explore this wonder for ourselves, and to travel her water at
a speed to our liking, in deep or shallow meaning, from one view-
point or interpretation to another, and even contrary to her gentle
flow.

But anyone who has given even the most cursory reading of
Walden knows that Thoreau does not adhere strictly to this model
of the river. At times he is very dogmatic and insistent that his

way of life at Walden Pond is superior to those of all other people.
For example, while the guest of his neighbors, the John Field family,
Thoreau 's criticisms of the Fields' life of farming seem quite rude
and not entirely justified. Indeed, Thoreau seems at times to be

intentionally creating \/ery definite paths which he thinks others
should follow, and he is very impatient with those who might stray
from them. The imagery of a poem being like a river breaks down as

Thoreau comes to realize that there may be yery good reasons for
creating clearly marked paths— as well as rivers.

First, recalling that the poet's social responsibility is to

"awaken" his neighbor, it might be that before someone is inspired
to create his own life-poem, one must first be shown that there is ,

in fact, an alternative to his present mode of life. As Thoreau
observed, "So thoroughly and sincerely are we compelled to live,



reverencing our life, and denying the possibility of change. This
is the only way we say . . . ."

( Walden , p. 7.) People must be

shown that change is possible. Once this point is reached, it is

a far easier task to encourage a person to formulate his own alterna-
tive, his own vision, and then act to realize that vision. Thoreau's
asserti veness may not have been so much to tell us how to live as

to offer us an example of the self-reliant life. By insisting upon

the superiority of his own life—i.e. 9 by intentionally creating a

path--he brings to our attention the fact that there are alternative
ways to live—i.e., that we can find our own path-s; by impressing
us with his self-assuredness, Thoreau suggests that we, too, might
find such confidence and peace of mind for ourselves. "When one
man has reduced a fact of imagination to be a fact to his under-
standing, I foresee that all men will at length establish their
lives on that basis." ( Walden , p. 7.) Thoreau encourages us not
to live exactly as he has, but rather, like him, to transform our
imagination into understanding, dream into reality.

If you have built castles in the air, your work need
not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put
the foundations under them. ( Walden , p. 245.)

In the end we see that Thoreau is insistent that we establish our own
ideals and cling to them with all our strength ("Drive a nail and
clinch it so faithfully . . . ."), but he does not specify what those
ideals should be (i.e., what nail to drive).

Furthermore, Thoreau seems to recognize, in his self-asserti ve-

ness, that an awakening may require a very rude, or even violent,
experience. Like the slap to a new-born baby, or the electrical
jolt to one whose heart has quit beating, Thoreau's occasional
arrogance comes as a shock to those he is trying to awaken. This
is augmented by the fact that, as we have already noted, Thoreau
sees the condition of his fellow men as "desperate," thus his severe
methods may be, in part a response to this. Thus it is through the

creation of paths that Thoreau resolves the paradox we noted earlier
of how one awakens the poetic in a person if the ability of that
person to respond is dependent upon his already being awake. In-

deed, a path may be necessary to lead us to the river. By presenting

a way of life which is antithetical to the only life a person has

known, Thoreau produces a spark, or shock, which awakens the higher,
poetic consciousness. This, in turn, begins a self-perpetuating
reciprocity by which the poetic in Nature inspires the poetic in the
individual and enchances his ability to listen to Nature's song,
thereby creating a continually deeper and deeper appreciation of
Nature. Moreover, not only is the life-poem a more noble creation
than the written poem, but it is also the more effective in demonstrat-
ing the alternatives that are available. While the written poem can
be casually dismissed as idle dreaming, the life poem stands as an

irrefutable testimony that such human ideals are not in vain.
Second, and as my concluding observation, we should note that

Thoreau's "path" is able to lead us only so far. It is to this point
that the digression on Silence, at the end of A Week on the Concord
and Merrimack Rivers, is very suggestive. Thoreau observes the very
obvious fact that all poems ultimately lead us to silence; that is,



when the poem is completed, the reader finds himself surrounded
by Silence. So, too, when the poem of Walden is completed we

find ourselves left in the silence of Nature into which Thoreau
has so seductively led us. And in this quiet, we can listen

closely to the song of Nature—in particular, the song of our

own inner Nature. Silence is a "universal refuge," according
to Thoreau; and in this refuge we can construct our dreams and

reaffirm our aspirations, free from institutional interference.
Thoreau's "path" has led us to this strange place where Silence
resides and here he has left us to carry on for ourselves;
here, in Silence, the path ends.

Footnotes

The Variorum Walden and the Variorum Civil Disobedience (New

York: Washington Square Press, 1968), p. 42. Hereafter
referred to as Walden .

o

A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers (New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1963), p. 101. Hereafter
referred to as Week .

Note : Kenneth W. Stikkers has done graduate work in American
studies at the University of Minnesota and in philosophy at
DePaul University in Chicago, where he is presently completing
his Ph.D. and teaching American philosophy, his primary area of

interest and research.

"WALDEN POND, NO! WALDEN , YES!"

by John Auchard

Thoreau may have found too magnificent a symbol in that bottom-
less Walden Pond. We hardly ever forget it; from time to time we
all hear the splash of water against the shore as we sit in our
crowded modern rooms. Sometimes I feel that the nineteenth-century
American renaissance got too carried away with its symbols. We

called our great books of the 1850
' s Moby Dick , The Scarlet Letter ,

Leaves of Grass , and Walden , more often than not titling them with
the name of the symbol. And more often than not, France and England
and Germany and Russia called their great books David Copperfield ,

Tom Jones , Emma , Faust , Anna Karenina , and Pere Goriot . Their books,

not quite as glutted with symbols as ours, were most often titled after
people, flesh and blood, dream and aspiration. Or sometimes, as in

the cases of War and Peace , Vanity Fair , The Red and the Black , Les

Miserables , and Pride and Prejudice , they were named for the abstrac-

tions themselves. But in America the symbol reigned over our imagina-
tion.

When we read Walden , we meet Thoreau, but I do not believe his

image lingers very long. He lures us into winter woods, woods where
crazy loons jeer, but woods that nonetheless offer peace, solitude,



and release; and in those woods we remain. We are seduced by the
symbol; we want to possess it. The real problem is that in his

prose Thoreau is too much the poet, and like the ignorant peasants
who worship the stone statues of all the saints, we commit blasphemy
too and worship the pond. Walden , he called his book, and almost
as an afterthought--which he later retracted--he added the abstrac-
tion of Life in the Woods . But alas, too late.

To learn the lessons from Walden , we must deny those alluring
symbols, or at least appreciate their nature. Simplify simplify
simplify, I can, and simplify I wi 1 1 . We run too far when we run

to Walden, or Montauk, or Big Sur, or Ocracoke, or Idaho, or even
Connecticut, or even Staten Island, for we run in the wrong direction,
As the only felix culpa is a fall into self, the only safe path we
can take to Walden is into ourselves too. Simplify, simplify,
simplify. Thoreau tells us in Walden, "There is a certain class of
unbelievers who sometimes ask me such questions as, if I think that

I can live on vegetable food alone; and to strike at the root of

the matter at once, --for the root is faith, --I am accustomed to

answer such, that I can live on board nails." Well the root j[s_

faith, can we say back to Thoreau, we can live on subway tokens
and typewriter keys, on Amtrak and on the BMT, on battery charges,
tax bills, power failures, instant breakfasts and sugar substitutes,
board nails and pocket calculators, and still we can simplify. Some
men some men might worry themselves to death over such as Thoreau's
beanfield; others will peacefully move through Pennsylvania Station.

It comes down to priorities; it comes down to finding out what
is important. Faulkner know that only the old verities matter.
Wallace Stevens knew how far from a life of quiet desperation the
mind could be. Thoreau knew it too. If we bother to break away,
to step back, to think, examine and decide, we all can find out
that those things which matter are few indeed. Perhaps I say this
as a pessimist, but others could say the very same thing, and they
could be glowing optimists.

Existentialists or Christians, insurance brokers or poets,

great believers or great skeptics, we all can discover how simple
life's core is. We must think seriously, profoundly, about life,

as Thoreau did at Walden Pond, but we must never for an instant
believe the symbol must be engaged to do so. Then details, clutter,
need not blur our vision one bit. One day I will be at a candlelit
table in the Rainbow Room; an ageless chanteuse will be sitting
foresquare at an enormous grand piano and she will be picking out

Cole Porter tunes as the waiters drift by with their linen napkins
and polished trays. I will clink the ice in my Manhattan, look

down 84 stories, down onto New York, and, if I am lucky, I will be

staring right down into Walden Pond.

Rote : John Auchard teaches at the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill and hopes soon to take his Ph.D. orals. In March of

this year St. Martin's Press published American Literature: A

Study and Research Guide , Lewis Leary, with the collaboration of

John Auchard. Next year Duke University Press will publish Articles
in American Literature: 1968-1975 . Lewis Leary, with John Auchard
from whom we also learn that he is "above all a New Yorker, and a

Thoreauvian at heart."
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NOTE: In the chapter titled Economy in Walden Thoreau had this

to say about living:

In short, I am convinced, both by faith and experience

that to maintain one's self on this earth is not a

hardship but a pastime, if we live simply and wisely;

as the pursuits of the simpler nations are still the

sports of the more artificial. It is not necessary

that a man should earn his living by the sweat of

his brow, unless he sweets easier than I do.

One young man of my acquaintence, who has inherited

some acres, told me that he thought he should live

as I did, if he had the means . I would not have

anyone adopt my mode of living on any account; for,

beside that before he has fairly learned it I may

have found out another for myself, I desire that

there may be as many different persons in the world

as possible; but I would have each one be very

careful to find out and pursue hj^ own way, and

not his father's or his mother's or his neighbor's

instead. The youth may build or plant or sail,

only let him not be hindered from doing what he

tells me he would like to do. It is by a math-

ematical point only that we are wise; but that is

sufficient guidance for all our life. We may

not arrive at our port within in a calculable

period, but we would preserve the true course.

BEANS, BAKED AND HALF-BAKED

by Thomas Blanding

("I was determined to know beans." --Thoreau)

This Thoreau researcher stands in about the same relation to his

files as Thoreau did to his beans during his first summer at Walden.
"What," asks Thoreau in "The Bean-Field," was the meaning of this so
steady and self-respecting, this small Herculean labor, I knew not.
I came to love my rows, my beans, though so many more than I wanted."
Meanwhile my_ beans, the length of whose rows, added together, was seven
years supplanted, were impatient to be printed, for the earliest had

sat considerably before the latest were in the press; indeed they
were not easily to be put off. And so I avail myself of the Saunterer
and its readers to take my surplus, so many more than I wanted.

In this column, more or less regularly, I will proffer my beans.
I hope someone will mix them into a good pottage.

Goodspeed's Book Shop, in its catalogue 580, A Century of Old
Books from Six Centuries , reproduces in facsimile a previously un-

published letter from Thoreau to the publisher of the Atlantic
Monthly , where several of his essays appeared posthumously. It

is the last letter we have in Thoreau's handwriting. (His sister
Sophia served as amanuensis for several later letters, mostly to

the same publisher.) This manuscript was for many years in the

collection of William E. Stockhausen, and I understand that it has

passed from Goodspeed's into private hands again. Were is a trans-
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cript of the facsimile. I had to recover the closing and signa-
ture from the other side of the sheet by holding the catalogue
to a mirror to read the reversed words bleeding through the paper.
Sorry, Henry; your editors rarely simplify, simplify ...

Concord, Feb. 18th 1862.

Messrs Ticknor & Fields,

I will accept the offer contained in your last, & will
forward to you a paper called "Autumnal Tints" in a

day or two.

I must ask two favors. First, that I may see the

proofs, chiefly that I may look after my peculiari-
ties, for I may not be well enough thoroughly to revise
them, and therefore trust that you have a sharp-eyed
reader, who will save me that labor.

Secondly, I wish to have the MSS, of this article
preserved, since I have no duplicate, & what I send
will be culled out from a very large imperfect essay,
whose integrity I wish to restore.

Respectfully

Henry D. Thoreau

Frank Sanborn, who wedged his way into the Concord Circle in

the 1850's and in later years became the self-appointed authority
on matters transcendental, contributed weekly columns to the
Springfield Daily Republican newspaper for more than half a

century. His "Boston Literary Letter" abounds in anecdotes,
recollections, and criticisms of Thoreau, Emerson, Alcott, Haw-

thorne, and Channing. Not that his memory is always trustworthy.
Thomas Wentworth Higginson once told Charles E. Goodspeed, the

Boston bookdealer, "Sanborn has the most encyclopaedic mind of

any man I know--and the most inaccurate." Still, with this

in mind, I will reproduce here from time to time excerpts from
Sanborn's Republican columns.

On September 2, 1880, Sanborn wrote the following ("Literary

Notes," p. 2):

"A literary opinion from the South is naturally one of the

rarest birds flying, and it is pleasing to find Thoreau discussed
in the Atlanta Constitution with glib and delicious incompetency,
the final judgment reached being thus smartly expressed: 'To

take Thoreau at his word, to believe him sincere, is to give him
a place among the less genial lunatics of the world; but his

writings afford ample evidence of the fact that he was postur-
ing before a larger looking-glass than most people employ. That
he keenly enjoyed his comical position there can be no doubt.'"

(If the Georgia critic had read Walden more closely, he

would have known that Thoreau's looking glass was only three
inches in diameter, unless one counts Walden Pond itself,
which Thoreau called his perfect forest mirror.)
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Daniel Chester French, the Concord sculptor who executed

the Minuteman Statue and later the Lincoln Memorial in Wash-

ington, wrote in "A Sculptor's Reminiscences of Emerson,"

The Art World (October 1916), that while Emerson was sitting
for his bust in the spring of 1879, "He referred affectionately
to Thoreau, who was among his closest friends in Concord and

said he was his own worst enemy; that he regarded all men
with contempt—except the farmer and the working man, whom
he pitied."

Charles M. Perry, The St . Louis Movement in Philosophy ,

pp. 19-20, quotes a letter to him from a Miss Susan Beeson,
November 13, 1929: "It comes to me to tell you one of the
true stories of Thoreau, another Concord celebrity. At the

time of the first World's Fair in London Thoreau met one
morning the richest man in Concord and asked him when he

would leave for the Great Fair. The man said, 'Why I am not
going. I have just paid five hundred dollars for a pair of
oxen. 1 While the man was talking about something else
Thoreau stared at him so hard, the man asked, 'Are you sick?
You look so strange. 1

'No wonder,' said Thoreau. 'You are

the first man I have ever seen with a pair of oxen hung
around his neck.'" Perhaps "the richest man in Concord" was
Squire Hoar, who lived only a few hundred feet from the

Thoreau 's on Main Street. Incidentally, the Great Exhibition
opened at the Crystal Palace, Hyde Park, London, on May 1, 1851.

Squire Hoar's daughter Elizabeth, Thoreau's friend since
childhood who told Emerson she loved Henry but could not like

him, it now seems loved him enough to devote many hours to the

dying author in the spring of 1862. It has long been known that
Sophia Thoreau helped her brother copy his manuscripts for the

printer in his final months. Her handwriting may be seen in

the last manuscripts of "Walking" and "Autumnal Tints." But

the handwriting in the last two pieces from Thoreau's pen,
"Wild Apples" and "The Allegash and East Branch" prepared in

April and May 1862, is in fact Elizabeth Hoar's. It was not
the first or last time she was called upon as copyist.
Elizabeth had been scribe for the Dial twenty years earlier,
and when Emerson's Aunt Mary died in 1863 she made trans-
cripts of passages from her "Almanacks." A year later she
helped Emerson edit Thoreau's Letters to Various Persons (Boston,
1865) by preparing transcripts of the original manuscripts
which Thoreau's correspondents loaned to Emerson. George
Frisbie Hoar, Elizabeth's brother who served in the United States
Senate, told Annie Russell Marble (author of Thoreau , His Home ,

Friends , and Books ) that his sister contributed to the preserva-
tion of Thoreau's manuscripts by copying from them at great labor
and trouble after his death. Elizabeth was in a good position
to say by Thoreau's grave, as she did soon after his funeral,
"Concord is Henry's monument, adorned with suitable inscriptions
by his own hand." She must have loved Henry, even if she could
not like him.

Annie Russell Marble, by the way, kept some half dozen
notebooks about Thoreau when she was writing Thoreau , His Home ,

Friends , and Books at the turn of the century. They contained
interviews and letters by people who had known the Thoreaus--
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invaluable recollections which this researcher hoped to recover.
After some weeks of blowing the dust off old newspaper files and
probate records I received the fol lowing information from Mrs.
Marble's son, through his cousin: "About Mr. Blanding's interest
in the literary notes on Thoreau--I'm afraid I shall have to

report disappointing information . . .all this material no lon-
ger exists . . . she didn't think that her notes" and working
material were of any particular value. She believed that she
had merely broken ground on Thoreau material and that others
would make much more of it later. All her work, except that
which had been published, she personally destroyed [before her
death in 1936]--despi te my fervent pleas!"

And so I continue my search for Henry's laundry lists. Be

assured that you will read of it here when I find them. In the

meantime, I find consolation in knowing that I am not the only
one in the field— or far afield: Malcolm Ferguson, Thoreau
Lyceum Trustee, writes that he is "still looking for that ear-

liest Walden manuscript with Waldo crossed out and Walden
written in and underlined."

HENRY THOREAU AND SOPHIA FOORD

The current booklist carries news of a first edition of
Thoreau's A Week on the Concord and Merrimack being for sale at

$1500.00. It is further described as being "Sophia Foord's" copy
which may cause some Saunterer readers to say: "Whoose?"

Although the name of Ellen Sewell means something to all

Thoreauvians, the identity of this other woman in Thoreau's life

needs some explaining. Therefore, here, with generous helpings
from Walter Harding's feast of facts in The Days Of Henry
Thoreau and his A Thoreau Profile we present a melange of matters
melancholy describing the only woman (as far as anyone knows) who
ever proposed to H.D.T.

In an undated letter (probably 1846) Emerson wrote:

Will Mr. Thoreau please bear in mind that when
there is good mortar in readiness, Mr. Dean must
be summoned to fit the airtight stove to the
chimney in the Schoolroom; unless Mr. T. can do

it with convenience himself.

The schoolroom here mentioned was in Emerson's barn where it

and a bedroom had been created for the use of Miss Sophia Foord,

a friend of the Alcotts and tutor to the Emerson children and those
of Thoreau's friend and walking companion, Ellery Channing and his

wife (the former Ellen Fuller). Evidently Miss Foord had a way
with children because Louisa Alcott described to a friend an outing
to Flint's Pond when all of the group, children and teacher, waded
across the water "splashing along making the fishes run like mad
before our big claws" and came home through the woods "bawling and

singing like crazy folks." At any rate the school closed in October
because of ill health on Miss Foord's part and she left Concord for
good in March of the next year.
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During her stay in Thoreau's town she must have seen a good

deal of the young man, fifteen years younger than herself, who

was the friend and frequent guest of the Emersons and the Alcotts.

Evidently she was attracted to him in more than a casual way be-

cause, six months after leaving Concord, the forty-five year old

spinster proposed to him. Thoreau's reaction is set forth in a

letter written to Emerson in England in November 1847:

I have had a tragic correspondence, for the most part
all on one side, with Miss Ford (sic). She did
really wish to- I hesitate to write-marry me. That
is the way they spell it. Of course I did not write
a deliberate answer. How could I deliberate upon
it? I sent back as distinct a no as I have learned
to pronounce after considerable practice, and I

trust that this no_ has succeeded. Indeed, I wished
that it might burst, like hollow shot, after it had
struck and buried itself and make itself felt there.
There was no other way . I really had anticipated
no such foe as this in my career.

Emerson's conventional rejoinder was to write Thoreau thus:

You tell me in your letter one odious circumstance,
which we will dismiss from remembrance henceforward.

This was the last gasp from Miss Foord, however, becuase, in 1849,
Aunt Maria Thoreau told a friend that she had heard that "Miss F-

had committed, or was going to commit suicide on account of H-

Thoreau." After calling this a ridiculous story Miss Thoreau went
on to admit that "when it was told to H— he made no remark at all,

and we cannot find out from him anything about it." A month later
in a letter to the same friend Aunt Maria confided that Henry had
received another letter which he had "read to himself and then put
into the fire."

The lady never married and evidently carried the torch for
Henry the rest of her life having told a friend that Thoreau's soul
and hers were twins and that their spirits would be united after
death. When and how she got her first edition of The Week is not
known but it is now presented to the Saunterer's readers as a very
significant piece of Thoreau memorabilia the value of which can
only appreciate during the years to come.

ARM

A MASQUE OF POETS

by Malcolm M. Ferguson

In the 1870's, the "no-Name" series, a succession of small books

intentionally anonymous, appeared from a Boston publisher, Roberts

Brothers. Apparently, one of their staff felt that too much atten-
tion was paid to the names of writers - or Writers with Names - and
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too little to the works themselves. In this series was a an-
thology of author-unidentified poems, appropriately entitled, A

Masque of Poets .

Here was the first and only appearance of a poem by Emily
Dickinson in a book during her lifetime. Some of the poems, how-
ever, were by known authors, so a game-like atmosphere of identi-
fying these added to the book's popularity. When after her death
in 1886, the full storehouse of her poetry was opened, it was
Roberts Brothers who produced her Poems , with attractive Indian
Pipes on the cover, edited by Mabel Loomis Todd and Thomas Went-
worth Higginson. Here is the poems she "wore" to the masque
(incidentally, she was invited to contribute to it by her friend,
Helen Hunt Jackson):

SUCCESS

Success in counted sweetest
By those who ne'er succeed.

To comprehend a nectar
Requires serest need.

Not one of all the purple best
Who took the flag today

Can tell the definition
So clear, of victory,

As he, defeated, dying,
On whose forbidden ear

The distant strains of triumph
Break, agonized and clear

The unmasking was not general until the pleasant, now defunct
Colophon magazine in its Part 16, 1934 identifies each author. Some,
however, were known, as was Sidney Lanier for his "The Marshes of
Glynn". James Russell Lowell was the highest paid of the lot,

(though whether or how these contributions were paid for is not

immediately apparent). Among British contributors were Christina
Rossetti. William Allingham and Austin Dobson.

In Thoreau's circle, there is a poem ascribed to "W.E.

Channing, Jr." He wasn't really a Junior, being named after an

uncle, but contributor Louise Chandler Moulton had correctly marked
his contribution, as she had that of the Alcotts, father and daughter,

Roberts Brothers published in this anonymous series Louisa's
A Modern Mephistopheles , interesting as a collector's item. Her

father's poem is more intriguing. It is "The Eumenides", based
apparently upon Sir Henry Wotton's Elizabethan hymn, "The Character
of a Happy Life". This favorite of transcendental ists appears in

Sanborn's autobiography as in the handwriting of Emerson at first
and then of Thoreau.

"How happy is he born and taught
That serveth not another's will;

Whose armour is his honest thought,
And simple truth his utmost skill!"
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Wotton's hymn was widely printed through Watts' hymnal and

others, and seems to be in turn a paraphrase of the first Psalm -

"Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel
of the ungodly nor standeth in the way of sinners -"

A copy of the Masque of Poets is rightly enough now in the
Lyceum library, courtesy of the Ostrowski Fund, since it in-
cludes a posthumous poem by Thoreau, presumably contributed by
Sanborn, who has a poem there, too. Thoreau 's short poem is
entitled "Pilgrims". It is neither the best nor the worst poem
in the book.

"Have you not seen
In ancient times
Pilgrims pass by

Toward other climes?
With Shining faces,
Youthful and strong,
Mounting this hill

With speech and with song?"

"Ah, my good sir,

I know not those ways:
Little my knowledge
Tho' many my days.

When I have slumbered,
I have heard sounds
As of travellers passing
These my grounds.

"Twas a sweet music
Wafted them by,

I could not tell

If afar off or nigh.
Unless I dreamed it,

This was of yore:
I never told it

To mortal before,
Never remembered
But in my dreams
What to me waking
A miracle seems."

This poem does not appear in the Collected Poems now in print,
but will be in the Princeton Thoreau Edition, since it has been
caught in their nets. So Thomas Blanding assures me, after word
from their poetry editor, Elizabeth Witherell.

I am sorry that Herman Melville was not at that masquerade,
for he too wrote poetry. His work, also, gained wide recognition
after his death. As for his poetry, what Felix Otto Matthiessen
wrote about Melville also applies to Thoreau:
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"Few of his poems reveal anything like the mastery of organic
rhythm to be found in his best prose. He had become an apprentice
too late to a new craft. Although he tried his hand at a variety
of metrical forms, he seldom progressed beyond an acquired skill.
He was capable of such lyric patterns as "Shi loh" or "Monody",
but he could often be stiff and clumsy. Yet what he had to con-
vey is very impressive..."

It is interesting to note that a Melville Society has now
opened to the public a house he lived in overlooking the Berk-
shire Mountains just outside Pittsfield. One mountain, the
visitor is assured, looks wery like a whale.

Matthiessen, in his introduction to Herman Melville :

Selected Poems (New Directions, n.d.), went on to consider the
main source of Melville's greatness in his reading of the King
James Bible and of Shakespeare, and quotes these lines from an

"otherwise undistinguished" poem by Melville:

"No utter surprise can come to him
Who reaches Shakespeare's core;

That which we seek and shun is there -

Man's final lore."

Thoreau's sources were more diffuse, yet the best of his
prose and Melville's, though in masquerade, would be chosen
with increasing popularity through the years. So in a small
way, A Masque of Poets is both a trick and a treat, testing
and hopefully attesting our judgment.

Note: Thomas Blanding also points out that the Bode Collected
Poems has an earlier version, "The Hero" on page 161 - "lots

of different lines, but enough of them in common to establish

a genetic link."

PAUL BROOKS, THE VIEW FROM LINCOLN HILL

Houghton , Mifflin, 1976, $8.95

The town of Lincoln, Massachusetts, is Concord's hilly
younger neighbor, having been carved out of Concord's original

six square miles. From its vantage point, Paul Brooks can survey
rather than overlook Concord. Lincoln, we are told, is on the

watershed of three rivers, the Concord, the Charles and the

Shawsheen, and "not a tubful of water comes into the town from
any source except as the rains and dews of heaven."

Paul Brooks expresses keen interest and concern in the

history of Lincoln and Concord. Human geography and economic
history and what is presaged are his considerations. He writes
well, and we can go from the particular to the general, as we
can with, say, the best writers of the Rivers of America series.
His is a twentieth century viewpoint, now with many problems
more tightly turned, and reflected by other recent writers such
as Lewis Mumford, Aldo Leopold, and quite possibly Oscar
Hamblin and Gunnar Myrdal. At any rate, he has not stopped
his reading at some date in the past.
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Most interesting are the chapters on "Eleazer Brooks: "The

Peacemaker," 1 Lincoln's Revolutionary spokesman, whose well-kept
papers preserve an interesting view of a town's reaction to

those events, and "Man and Nature in Concord" which starts by

considering Emerson's 1834 essay and goes on to compare Thoreau's
philosophy and for further contrast that of Bronson Alcott who
seemed to put Man on a pedestal as opposed to nature. Brooks

also rightly includes Hawthorne's, where nature is shadowed and

pagan, and Margaret Fuller's, "- we shall find man, however
artificial, still a part of Nature."

The View from Lincoln Hill is attractively illustrated with
pen drawings by the author.

MMF

WILLIAM CONDRY, PATHWAY TO THE WILD
Faber & Faber, 1975, 203 pp., app. $10.00

Not only the conservationist but concerned nature lovers

everywhere will enjoy this book and applaud its author William
Condry, warden of a nature reserve in Wales owned by the Royal

Society for the Protection of Birds. The tone is set early
on by the following quotation from Thoreau:

"Life would stagnate if it were not for the unexplored
forests.. We need the tonic of wildness--to wade some-
times in marshes where the bittern and the meadow-hen
lurk ... to smell the whispering sedge where only some
wilder and more solitary fowl builds her nest..."

Since the author and his wife live in a very old Welsh
farmhouse beside a peat bog and marshland, we are not surprised
to find that 6 of the 11 chapters in the book deal with the
flowers and birds of this fascinating and varied part of Great
Britain. The section on the "wilder face of Wales" approaches
the northern coast as if the reader nearing the shore by boat
from the Irish Sea instead of traveling by train or car from
London. Since this reviewer recently reversed the procedure
by taking the boat from Holyhead to Dun Laoghaire, it was
particularly intriguing to think of the sights left behind
to be seen another day.

Condry* s concern for the environment and its inhabitants
take us to Andalusia for bird watching and to Switzerland and
Scotland for Alpine flower hunting plus an enthusiastic account
of "ecstatic botanizing on the Burren in County Clare." His

call for greater and more imaginative acts of conservation echo

what the Audubon and Wilderness Societies tell us here in the

United States. To the sympathetic listener this book will be

a delight.

ARM
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A SERIOUS LOSS

On a recent occasion when our locked collection of rare books
was opened for consultation, a valuable association item was taken.
This first edition of Thoreau's first book, A Week On The Concord
and Merrimack , had tipped into it a fragment of white paper on which
was written in Thoreau's hand the following lines from a lecture
on moonlight:

"Quite eclipse the more remote. The sky has fallen
many degrees."

This was not only a great loss to the Lyceum but to the
Princeton Thoreau Edition which had planned to publish the mss.
text in a forthcoming volume. We are taking steps toward its
recovery but will be forced to inaugurate new and more strin-
gent procedures for access to our rare books. Meanwhile, we
would appreciate the book's prompt return by mail - with no
embarassing questions asked.

A GENEROUS LEGACY

The same letter which brought the sad news of the death
of Lyceum member Wanda Budd Ehrsam told us of her kindness
and generosity in leaving a bequest for the Lyceum. Mrs.
Ehrsam and her husband, Professor Theodore Ehrsam of New York
University, first visited the Lyceum three years ago and have
been welcome guests several tims since then. We hope to apply
this legacy in ways which by their usefulness and significance
will honor the intention of the donor.

PROFILE REDRAWN

The Thoreau Lyceum has just reprinted its paperback edition

of A Thoreau Profile by Walter Harding and Milton Meltzer. This

edition of three thousand copies vindicates our belief that this

illustrated book gives one of the best introductions to Thoreau

and also serves as a continuing reference source for mere ex-

perienced readers. It is priced at $4.00, and sold both at the

Lyceum and through bookstores. Peter Smith has contacted to

supply this book in a library binding wherever hardbound copies
are needed, and the Lyceum has recently furnished him with a

further supply.
Walter Harding's The Days of Henry Thoreau : A Biography ,

which the publisher, Alfred A. Knopf has had occasion to re-

print also, is almost 500 pages lond and at $10.00 is frequently
purchased as authoritative, detailed, and enjoyable. Another
important item is the two volume Dover edition of The Journals
of Thoreau. Only relatively recently has recognition come to the
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Journals . It is quite probable that Houghton, Mifflin, who
published them in the Writings of Thoreau in 1906, and again

in 1949 lost money on their unabridged publication, though
continuing their successful inheritance going back to the
publishers of Walden , Ticknor & Co. Dover, on the other hand

has profited from the recent recognition of the good reading
Thoreau' s daybooks contained. The Dover set is printed by

offset from the 1906 Houghton, Mifflin edition (now free from
copyright). The text is printed four original pages to a

page, with little less in readability, at a price of $50.00
The Lyceum also has available at $3.00 its reprint of a

Houghton, Mifflin book, this time as a hardcover edition:
Edward Waldo Emerson's Henry Thoreau as Remembered by a_ Young
Friend. Edward Emerson, Ralph Waldo Emerson's son, became a

doctor in Concord, and took over the practice of Josiah Bart-
lett, the abolitionist doctor for his family and the Thoreaus.

N. C. WYETH ON THOREAU

Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania
March 25, 1910

"
. . .At present I am reading my seventh volume of Thoreau.

The very richest of his thoughts I have struck yet. Familiar
Letters , edited by Frank Sanborn. Wonderfully appealing, and
brings one in closest touch with Thoreau as a fellow man. The
book interprets a side of the philosopher which most biographers
have purposefully avoided, apparently to intensify their con-
cepts of the man as a stoic.

"Jamil air Letters tells you how interested he was in the house
cat, and what tenderness he showed for his home people and his few
friends. The letters are full of genuine pathos, not because they
are pathetic, but because they are so tender and so sincere.

"Even in moments of intense grief, when he lost his favorite
brother, 'John', his child friend, 'Waldo' (Emerson's eldest boy),
and his own father, his letters are so wholesome, so hopeful and

uplifting, that one feels the more, perhaps, his profoundly deep

grief..."

THE WYETHS: The Letters of N. C. Wyeth, 1901-1945
edited by Betsy Wyeth. Gambit, Boston, 1971.

N. C. Wyeth' s interest in Thoreau was best expressed in Men
of Concord which he illustrated for Houghton, Mifflin in 1936.
He was the father of artist Andrew Wyeth (whom Roland Robbins
pointed out was born a hundred years to the day after Thoreau)
and grandfather of James Wyeth whose reputation as an artist is

also assured.

MMF
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Note : For readers who may want to know more about Thoreau as a

letter writer, The Correspondence of Henry David Thoreau (665

pages), edited by Walter Harding and Carl Bode, New York, 1958,

is now back in print, well bound in green cloth, $25.00. Avail'

able at the Lyceum bookshop.

EDITORIAL POLICY

The Saunterer welcomes from its readers, to be considered
for publication in its pages, short articles or notes of historical,
biographical, or bibliographical content. Limitations of space
will not permit us to publish in the future articles that are
essentially of an appreciative or personal nature. Publication of
poetry will be limited to texts of historical significance. Brief
book reviews are welcome. Because critical articles generally
require more space for exposition than it is practical for the
Saunterer to provide, literary studies should be brief and
sharply focused on particular texts and sources. All articles
submitted will be reviewed by the editor and at least one other
member of the editorial board. Unpublished articles will be
returned to their authors.

THE THOREAU LYCEUM

156 Belknap Street
Concord, Massachusetts 01742

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Annual Dues

Member < . . $ 5

Family 10

Friend 25

Contributing Member 50
Life Member 100

The privileges of membership include a subscription to our quarterly
newsletter, THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, admission to the Lyceum for
members and guests and use of the research facilities.

Donations and bequests are deductible in accordance with the tax laws,

Name

:

_____

Address

:

Zip. No.

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE
THOREAU FOUNDATION, INC.


